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In architecture, few consistent mechanisms exist to record and explore the 
insights and arguments developed during design, let alone to extend their 
potential reach. Nevertheless, some recent initiatives suggest that there is a 
need for systematic documentation and exchange. A case in point is Building 
Stories, a methodology to capture and explore real-world design processes 
through storytelling (Martin et al. 2005), or the Advanced Design Support 
project, a decision support system for capturing histories of design processes 
for collaborative building design (Cerulli et al. 2001). These initiatives, 
however, are little more than isolated pilot efforts, which sharply contrast 
with widespread mechanisms in other design domains (Gamma et al. 1995). 

This contrast motivated our attempt to capture and exchange the 
arguments and rationale architects develop while designing. Through think 
aloud protocol analysis we first observed in detail the design activity of three 
architects during a two-hour design session. Analysing the protocols 
revealed that architects use three mechanisms in constructing arguments for 
design solutions:  

 
1. Many separate statements are uttered, without immediate underlying 

logic. We call these chunks, after Suwa et al.’s (1997) ‘dependency 
chunks’. 

2. A set of these statements – whether or not uttered continuously – may 
form a logical consideration leading to a design decision. The logic 
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constructed with several chunks is called a line of thought, after 
Lawson’s (1993) ‘parallel lines of thought’. 

3. Some decisions are of a higher order, in that they guide other 
decisions. They do not directly affect the design, but steer or influence 
one or more lines of thought. Such considerations are termed 
strategies. 

 
With these three mechanisms in mind, we tried to record ‘real-world’ 
competition designs in architectural practice. For each competition, a 
researcher started working in an architecture office several weeks before the 
deadline and took part in the design, being design team member and 
researcher at the same time. He participated in all aspects of the design, and 
thus attended all (important) internal and external meetings and discussions. 
No extra effort was needed to avoid misinterpretation of the data, since the 
researcher was fully immersed in all aspects of the design. On a daily basis, 
reports were made of the project’s progress, group meetings and meetings 
with external consultants, to record the general aspects of the design process. 
At the end of each day, the researcher collected drawings, improvements of 
the model, and ‘post-rationalizations’ of decisions made in a diary. Since our 
goal was not to collect raw data on a design project, but to try and reveal the 
design rationale underlying the corresponding design process, the diary was 
translated into a three-component representation, based on the mechanisms 
identified in the think aloud protocols. 

A large set of separate chunks constitute the smallest units of 
information. They combine brief textual explanations with visual material 
used or developed during design (drawings, sketches, pictures, diagrams, 
icons). Figure 1 shows four characteristic examples of what information a 
chunk may contain. They are taken from a total of 101 chunks recorded 
while participating in a competition for the redesign of ‘s Hertogenmolens, a 
medieval watermill. 
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Rather than collecting singular facts, however, we wanted to reveal why the 
designers made certain choices and decisions, and what the qualities and 
shortcomings of the result are. To this end, several chunks are combined into 
lines of thought which represent the main arguments in the design. They 
show problems and opportunities of the design situation and capture the 
motives underlying the solution. Each individual line of thought covers one 
aspect considered during design, as if the designers explain in detail every 
consideration made. Together, the lines form a comprehensive story that can 
be investigated at different levels of detail. One can explore each individual 
design decision and discover how the combination of problem, 
argumentation and decision affects the resulting project, or one can explore 
how these separate lines interact. Figure 2 illustrates a line of thought 
recorded during the redesign of ‘s Hertogenmolens. It describes how the new 
materials derive from characteristics of the original materials. The building 
results from different construction phases—spread over several centuries—
and still looks like a coherent whole, possibly because all building parts have 
the same main setup (sandstone base, brickwork body and slates roof). When 
looking more closely, however, traces and scars of former phases remain 
present throughout the building, yet the beautiful aging of the materials 
creates an additional layer that helps unifying old and new. This inspires the 
designers to choose rapidly aging materials for the new interventions, so that 
time will re-create a uniform building. 
 
Besides chunks and lines of thought, our representation also contains 
strategies, attitudes towards the design that influence or steer design actions 
and that feature in one or more lines of thought. They often remain implicit 
during design, but can be made explicit afterwards to capture the general 
logic behind the decisions. Depending on the dimensions considered, 
different strategies can occur, possibly acting across multiple scales and/or 
levels of abstraction.  

The redesign of ‘s Hertogenmolens combines multiple approaches: where 
required, the building is healed (repairing where necessary, but changing as 
little as possible) and for more important reconstructions, the designers opt 
for noticeably contemporary interventions. A number of strategies are 
closely related to these general attitudes. For instance, the strategy 
underlying the abovementioned line of thought reads as: “Purposefully 
applying aging, patina, wear, erosion, weathering, oxidation as a means to 
catch up with time by the choice of materials. The aim is to integrate new 
additions with existing building parts.” 
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To conclude, we can assess to what extent this approach succeeds in 
passing on design rationale, by reporting on how the design processes 
captured and represented were appreciated by architects and students at 
different levels of expertise. The three-component representation of design 
processes outlined above has been implemented in a web-based online 
repository and, by way of exploratory evaluation, presented to assessors with 
different backgrounds: four architecture students, three practitioners and four 
academics. The feedback reported on in this paragraph does not elaborate on 
the tool itself, but concentrates on how the representation and its components 
were received. 

First of all, we confronted the architects from the competitions with our 
representation of their design process. Except from some elements they 
consider more important than shown in our representation, they generally 
value the accuracy and detail in which the content of their design process is 
represented. But also the students and architects who were not involved in 
the competition have supportive comments. Across the board, the 
mechanisms to structure the information are well received. One person likes 
the fine grain of the information (chunks, lines and strategies): “with the 
chunks and lines already a lot of information is available in an easy way”, in 
contrast to an analysis described in a lengthy text.  Another person is very 
positive about the transparency entailed by the system of chunks, lines of 
thought and strategies. Several mark the lines of thought as the most 
powerful of the three; the fact that they address conceptual elements and not 
just physical or technical facts is particularly appreciated.  

Most comments about the strategies were positive too. They are 
considered useful to compare different projects. One person says: “What I 
think is very strong—and from the beginning I thought this was a very good 
idea—is the matrix with strategies; that is something terrific.” Regarding the 
representation of the strategies, several assessors find it harder to understand 
what the abstract matrix represents though. One evaluator is more precise 
and explains: “The strategy search is more difficult to use than the process 
search, since it is more abstract than the concrete lines of thought. The main 
strategies ‘superposing’, ‘matching’ etc. are very useful though.” Another 
one agrees that “The concepts itself are interesting, and the individual 
strategies too, but the keywords [labels] are less meaningful in this case. 
The connection to the line of thought is very interesting again. (…) The 
strategies do not necessarily have to be related to the keywords, since one 
can find these through searching the line of thought.” 
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